Peppermint and
Peace Oil Bag
Collection

COLLECTION INCLUDES
•
•
•

Item No.: 38265

Cork Oil Bag
Peace & Calming essential oil blend, 5 ml
Peppermint essential oil, 5 ml

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Made of ethically and sustainably sourced cork bark and
wool felt
Stain-resistant
Water-resistant
Scratch-proof
Handcrafted in Salt Lake City, Utah
Provides fair wages for those starting a new life

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
•

Store your favorite oils with our new Peppermint and
Peace Oil Bag Collection, which includes an artisan-crafted
bag and Young Living favorites Peace & Calming®
essential oil blend and Peppermint essential oil. This
exquisite bag is made of cork that is 100 percent natural,
stain resistant, water repellent, and scratch proof.
Completely renewable and sustainable, the cork comes
from the bark of a cork oak tree, which can live up to 200
years. This harvesting process actually supports cork
trees’ longevity and encourages CO2 absorption. Each
bag is lined and has special spots for up to four 5 ml
essential oil bottles or any of Young Living’s roll-on bottles.
Proceeds from this oil bag are donated directly to the
Young Living Foundation to champion education, develop
enterprise, and end exploitation. These bags are
handmade by the all-female artisan group Free Women.
This group employs women from Afghanistan who have
fled oppression, conflict, and abusive environments to
relocate to Salt Lake City, Utah. As refugees, these women
are working hard to provide for their children. A grant from
the Young Living Foundation helped Free Women acquire
much-needed equipment to improve their ability to earn an
income and build an income to become truly free women.
Ordering this collection makes you a part of their success!
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To clean, use a damp washcloth with a drop of soap
and gently scrub your bag in small circles. When
finished, wipe the cork with a clean towel and let air dry.
For tough stains, use a soft brush with a conservative
amount of warm water and soap to scrub the area.

PRODUCT BACKGROUND
The Young Living Foundation works with women-led
artisan groups across the globe, including artisans who
have experienced extreme poverty, disability, displacement,
trauma, exploitation, or violence. The Foundation is
committed to helping these resilient women build strong
and sustainable enterprises that will lead to more incomegenerating opportunities. With fair and consistent pay, our
partner artisans are better able to support their own needs,
as well as the needs of their children and families.
Learn more about the women whose lives
you’ve helped impact at
YoungLivingFoundation.org/developing-enterprise.
Follow us on social media to learn more about our
developing enterprise programs and projects:
@YoungLivingFoundation

